Background(2/2) Background(2/2) Operation of an ALSS Operation of an ALSS An ALSS, An ALSS, a complex and large a complex and large--scale system scale system, is hard , is hard for a small crew to maintain on their own. In order for a small crew to maintain on their own. In order for the crew to concentrate on their major missions, for the crew to concentrate on their major missions, it is essential that intelligence be integrated into the it is essential that intelligence be integrated into the ALSS supervision and control system. ALSS supervision and control system. Moreover, Moreover, the signal time delay and the bandwidth the signal time delay and the bandwidth limitations limitations make remote support from Earth difficult make remote support from Earth difficult to immediately implement in an ALSS operated far to immediately implement in an ALSS operated far from Earth. This also encourages from Earth. This also encourages an autonomous an autonomous supervision and control system supervision and control system. . Objective Objective
Supervision and control system Supervision and control system
This study discusses applying intelligent control This study discusses applying intelligent control based on the based on the SRK model SRK model to the supervision and to the supervision and control system of an ALSS. control system of an ALSS. 
Operation of the solid waste processor Conceptual model is described in IF-THEN conditional statements that are fuzzy control rules. Change of the crop sequence cultivation schedule causes the temporary decrease in O 2 production, CO 2 consumption, and waste generation. 
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